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DearÂ axolotl: Why do you have feathers growing out of your head? Axolotl: They aren't

feathersâ€”they're gills! They let me breathe underwater. Let's face it. Even as babies, we humans

pay close attention to faces. Observing another person's features and expressions tells us whether

they are happy, angry, excited, or sad. And when we look at an animal, it's hard not to imagine that

its face is communicating human feelings. This isn't true, of course. Squinty eyes, an upturned

mouth, or another odd expression is probably there because, in some way, it helps that animal

survive. Â Â Â Â  Packed with many coolÂ facts and visuals on where certain animals live and what

they eat, this book capturesÂ twenty-fiveÂ humorousâ€”and very trueâ€”explanations of why animals

look the way they do in order to exist in this world.
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A Look Inside How the Book Was Made   Note from Steve Jenkins: Over the years, Robin Page and

I have worked on 16 books together, so we&#039;re used to tossing ideas back and forth. For every

book that gets produced, however, there are probably a dozen concepts that we&#039;ve

considered then rejected for one reason or another.   One of us suggested making a book of animal

portraits, and I started thinking about portraits IÃ¢Â€Â™ve done for other books. Animal portraits



make interesting illustrations, but our books are nonfiction. We want them to include real

information. What science could we share in a book about animal faces?

Research and Sketching - The Start of the Process                                 Observing the Subjects  

We began by tacking up photos of animals with unusual faces, and an interesting thing happened.

Visitors to our studio often commented on how this or that creature looked friendly, or scary, or sad. 

 ItÃ¢Â€Â™s difficult not to ascribe human qualities to an animal when we look at its face. But the

fact is, the appearance of animal faces and the arrangement of their eyes, nose, mouth, and other

features is determined by the way these animals live Ã¢Â€Â” how they find food, escape their

enemies, and thrive in their environment.       Hitting the Books   Now we knew what to look for in

our research: animals with unusual facial features that contribute directly to their survival.   How to

find them? We look at a lot of books. We go to the library, and we use our own collection of books

about animals. We watch nature programs on TV. And we consult web sites, sites with trustworthy

facts, including those of universities and natural history museums, government research

organizations, and the National Geographic Society.       Sketching the Animals   Our books start out

as pages of little sketches known as thumbnails - quick and rough, which makes it easy to try out a

lot of ideas and not worry about throwing out the ones that donÃ¢Â€Â™t work.   The next step is to

add text to a more finished sketch. If the text hasnÃ¢Â€Â™t been written yet, weÃ¢Â€Â™ll use Latin

Ã¢Â€ÂœdummyÃ¢Â€Â• copy so we can see how the type will work with an illustration.

Creating The Art - From Sketch to Final Piece                                       Step 1: Make a Sketch   The

illustrations in the book are cut-and torn-paper collage, but they start out as pencil sketches. The

sketches are templates for cutting out the pieces of color paper that will become the illustration.      

Step 2: Cutting and Inserting Color   When a sketch is finished, I make several Xerox copies of it. I

sandwich each copy with a piece of color paper and cut through both at the same time with an

Exacto knife. Many of the illustrations in Creature Features are symmetrical, full-face portraits. This

allowed me to take a short cut: I sketched just half of an animalÃ¢Â€Â™s face, then duplicated and

flipped my drawing to make a complete portrait.       Step 3: Choosing the Right Paper   Now

itÃ¢Â€Â™s time to pick the papers IÃ¢Â€Â™ll use in my collage.   These are the papers I used to

make the Egyptian vulture. There is often an element of surprise when I choose paper Ã¢Â€Â”

itÃ¢Â€Â™s one of the things that makes this kind of illustration so much fun.       Step 4: Voila! Final

Art   HereÃ¢Â€Â™s the final illustration.



From Art to Production - The Final Stage                                 Inputting Illustrations to the Layout  

We designed the book using InDesign, a computer desktop publishing program. The illustrations are

scanned and placed on the pages and the text is copied from a manuscript and added to the layout.

The finished file is called a digital mechanical. Then we print out each page on a color printer. The

print-outs are trimmed, folded, and bound into a dummy Ã¢Â€Â” a handmade book that shows us

how the finished volume is going to look.       Creating the Mechanical   The final digital file with all

images and text in place Ã¢Â€Â” the mechanical Ã¢Â€Â” is delivered to the publisher. There an art

director and copy editor check it over, then send it to the printer. The illustrations are converted into

a pattern of tiny dots that are either cyan (blue), magenta (pink), yellow, or black. These dots

combine to make all of the colors and detail in a printed illustration. Sheets of paper are passed

through a large printing press, where the four colors are laid down one at a time. Finally, the sheets

are put in order, bound together, and a cover is attached.       A Book Is Made!   Almost exactly two

years after we start work on the book, we receive our first copy of Creature Features.
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